MEETING AGENDA

1:30  1. Welcome, Introductions
     Tom Mumley, Chair

1:35  2. Approve 08/26/20 Meeting Summary (ACTION)
     (Attachment 1)

1:40  3. Director's Report
     (Attachment 2)

1:50  4. 2016 Estuary Blueprint Progress Report
     (Attachment 3)

2:00  5. 2022 Estuary Blueprint Update Topic Series:
     Climate Resilience/Sea Level Rise
     - Plan Bay Area 2050
       Rachael Hartofelis, ABAG/MTC
     - Bay Adapt
       Jessica Fain, BCDC
     - Delta Adapts
       Hariett Ross, DSC

3:15  S-T-R-E-T-C-H BREAK

3:25  6. SF Bay Restoration Regulatory Integration Team (BRRIT)
     Amy Hutzel, SCC

4:05  7. IC Member Announcements

4:15  8. Meeting Road Map
     (Attachment 4)

4:30  9. Adjourn